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- Y-axis: Bequest/Average bequest
- X-axis: Percentile

Graph showing the relationship between percentiles and bequest/Average bequest, with thresholds indicated by crosses and estimation by a line.
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![Graph showing quantile function with thresholds and estimation lines.](image)
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[Graph showing the quantile function with percentile and bequest/average bequest axes]
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Graph showing the quantile function with thresholds and estimation.
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![Graph showing the quantile function for inheritance in France in 1946. The graph plots the percentile on the x-axis and the bequest/average bequest ratio on the y-axis. There are thresholds marked with crosses and an estimation line in red.](image-url)
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[Graph showing quantile function with axis labels and data points marked with crosses and a line representing estimation.]

- X: Thresholds
- Red line: Estimation

[Graph axes labeled with percentile on the x-axis and Bequest/Average bequest on the y-axis, ranging from 0 to 20.]
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